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KEVIN EYSTER CLAIMS 4TH CAREER GOLD RING 

Bracelet winner adds to his gold ring collection with $1k triumph. 

Kevin Eyster picked up another piece of World Series of Poker gold at the Bike Circuit 
series on Saturday. The Poker Pro from Louisiana topped a 146-entry field in Event #7: 
$1,125 No-Limit Hold'em to claim $40,875 and his fourth career gold ring to go along with 
his WSOP gold bracelet. 

Eyster faced some tough competition in Event #7. Other gold bracelet and gold ring owners 
alike comprised the final two tables, including two-time bracelet winner Nipun Java, gold 
bracelet winner and six-time gold ring winner Sean Yu, and two-time gold ring winners 
Scott Sanders and Stephen Song. 

Day 2 began with the top-15 finalists, all being in the money. It took about five hours to boil 
down to heads-up action. The final battle pitted Eyster against Ira Friedman and no one 
could have anticipated its length. 

“I actually didn’t think it would take that long, honestly. I thought, as quickly as it was 
going, that it would go rather quickly through heads-up play,” expressed Eyster. “And I’ve 
played with this guy before. We were playing big pots all through the tournament, then 
once we got heads up, we just slowed down big time.” 

The two competitors duked it out for nearly five hours, exactly how long it took to get to 
that stage. Eyster lost his initial chip lead for a bit, but captured the momentum back, and 
eventually ran away with the title. 



 

 

Eyster did well for himself last season on the WSOP Circuit tour, cashing 11 times with five 
final table appearance, and bagging two gold rings. After his gold-ring victory at the 
Horseshoe Hammond Circuit, Eyster mentioned that his Circuit appearances were a 
transition from higher stakes poker. 

“Yeah, still in the minors,” said Eyster when asked if his mid-stakes situation was still the 
case. “I didn’t even have full action on this one, but I’ll take it, you know… First $1k win.” 

Although the 29-year-old is grinding lower stakes, he is picking up big payouts and moving 
in the right direction to return to “the big leagues.” In fact, at the early Horseshoe 
Hammond stop this season, Eyster finished as the runner-up for $20k in an identical ring 
event to Event #7. 

Now, with his recent $40k payout, Eyster is ready to jump in the Bike Main Event 
tomorrow in hopes of another significant score. The grueling heads-up match that went 
late will likely push Eyster’s registration back a bit though. 

“It’s going to help me rebuild the bankroll to take more action in the Main [Event] and try 
to bink there,” Eyster mentioned. “I think I’m going to play tomorrow. Probably not reg in 
the first hour. Maybe hour two, or three probably get in there.” 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Kevin Eyster 
Nationality:  USA 
Birthplace:    Lafayette, La. 
Current Residence:   Lafayette, La. 

Age:     29 
Occupation:  Poker Pro 

WSOP Bracelets: 1 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 3
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